
Getting Started With

IVRS

WHAT IS IMPLIED VOLATILITY (IV)? 
 
 

Implied volatility (IV) is a measure of the expected volatility of a financial
instrument (such as a stock) that is derived from the market price of that
instrument's options. It is used by traders and investors to help determine the
pricing of options contracts; it can also be used as a tool for Risk Management 
and is extremely useful for making informed decisions about when to enter or
exit a trade with a significant statistical edge 

IMPLIED VOLATILITY AS A PROFESSIONAL RISK MANAGEMENT TOOL 

Hedge Funds & Investment Banks employ Implied Volatility (IV) as a Professional
Risk Management tool as it is forwards looking (Leading). It is a gauge of the
future volatility of an asset with a theoretical 68% & 95% probability 

68% chance of finishing the week between First Upper & Lower Bound 
95% chance of finishing the week between Second Upper & Lower Bound 

WHAT DOES “THEORETICAL PROBABILITY” MEAN?

The reason it is “theoretical” is because financial assets are not normally
distributed & therefore the probabilities will not be exactly 68% & 95% every time. 

Whilst the probabilities of 68% & 95% will not be exact for each asset, the real
probabilities will be very close to this.

IMPLIED VOLATILITY RANGES



HOW TO USE IMPLIED VOLATILITY FOR MANAGING TRADES 
 
 
 It is extremely important to understand that Implied Volatility on its own is not a

trading strategy.

Implied Volatility is used as a market timing tool. You do not “find” trades based
on Implied Volatility. 

Market timing tools are to be overlaid onto a top-down portfolio/asset selection
process in order to help time markets that you already have a strong bias on
either to the long side or short side.

HOW TO USE GMT’S IMPLIED VOLATILITY RANGES 

Implied Volatility Ranges in the members area are used to time high probability
markets already highlighted by the top-down Pro Scorecards portfolio selection
system.

High probability set ups often appear due to mispricing in markets. Near term
Overbought or Oversold Volatility Ranges can be used to take advantage of a
market mispricing in the following way: 

Buy Set Up 
When a fundamentally Bullish market (on the positive side of the Pro Scorecards)
is near term Oversold (Test of Lower Bounds) 

Sell Set Up 
When a fundamentally Bearish market (on the negative side of the Pro
Scorecards) is near term  Overbought (Test of Upper Bounds) 


